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Chief Ely Reyes

A Message from Chief Ely Reyes
Greetings:
On behalf of the men and women of the Cedar Hill Police Department, I am pleased to present our 2020
Annual Report. As it was for much of the United States, 2020 was a challenging year for our community
and the Police Department. The COVID-19 worldwide pandemic required significant changes in our
operational and administrative functions. Many of our response protocols were changed to keep our
personnel and community safe.
Our community came together in a Peace March to demonstrate our unified condemnation for Excessive
Use of Force and Police Misconduct. Both the Mayor and I spoke to the large crowd in front of the
Government Center about the importance of continuing our efforts to build relationships in our community
that promote trust and mutual respect by continuing to do things “The Cedar Hill Way”.
Calls for defunding police departments across the country resulted in many agencies losing officer
positions and funding. I am thankful for the support of our Mayor and City Council in understanding the
needs of our community and continuing to provide us the resources that we need to keep them safe.
While many cities across the nation and the region saw a marked increase in crime in 2020, Cedar Hill
experienced a 26.77% reduction in the Crime Rate Index, resulting in the lowest violent crime rate and the
lowest property crime rate in our area. This reduction is a direct reflection of the dedicated work our sworn
and professional staff do to keep our community safe.
Although we had
to cancel many
of our in-person
programs, we
were excited to
be invited to
participate in
dozens of driveby celebration
events
throughout our
community. We
look forward to
the day when we
can return to
some sense of
normalcy and are
able to have in
person programs
with the public
again as we continue to build upon the strong police-community relationships Cedar Hill has experienced
for many years.
Please let us know if we can be of any assistance to you. Take care of yourselves and each other.
Ely Reyes
Chief of Police
Cedar Hill Police Department
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Cedar Hill Police Department

The national unrest and the discussions on police reform following the death of George Floyd presented
another set of challenges for the Police Department. Many of the discussions of police reform focused
on banning chokeholds, implementing de-escalation training and policies requiring officers to intervene
when they observe excessive force by fellow officers. In response to this, we took a hard look at our
policies and modified them to ensure they were in line with community expectations and national best
practices, including those outlined in the “8 Can’t Wait” policy recommendations.
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Patrol Officer of the Year

Professional Standards
The Professional Standards Division
develops, schedules, and conducts
training for all sworn and non-sworn
personnel and is responsible for
maintaining compliance with the Texas
Commission on Law Enforcement.
Captain Colin Chenault and Sergeant

Officer Christopher Walden is a 6

David Podany oversee the hiring and

year veteran with the Cedar Hill
Police Department. He started his

training of Police Academy Recruits,

career with the Lancaster Police

Internal Affairs and maintain the TCOLE

Department where he worked for 2

contractual training license

years. Officer Walden is described
as a kind spirited, good hearted

agreement. In 2020, the department

person with a great personality that

logged 4,588 training hours. Due to COVID-19, training classes were

often keeps his shift laughing. He
always has an excellent work ethic

reduced in size to maintain social distancing. The department also relied

and contagious positive work

on virtual training, with department members attending 1,125 on-line

attitude with a smile on his face.
Officer Walden is a Field Training

classes. Some training classes taken were: Implicit Bias and De-Escalation

Officer and Accident Investigator.

Techniques, Mental Health and Wellness, along with Intermediate and

Support Officer of the Year

Advanced Licensing Training.

Internal Affairs Unit
In 2020, Officers responded to 19,387 calls for service and initiated 8,270
traffic stops.

These 27,657 incidents resulted in 13 Internal Affairs

complaints from citizens.

That is one citizen complaint for every 2,127

incidents. An additional 19 complaints were filed on officers internally for
a total of 32 complaints. Internal complaints are initiated by other officers
Detective Brandon Woodall is an 18
year veteran with the Cedar Hill Police
Department. He has been assigned to

and supervisors when they observe or identify a policy violation through
our internal auditing processes.

the Criminal Investigation Division since

Allegation

2006. Early in his investigative career,

Exonerated

Sustained

Not Sustained

Unfounded

Administratively
Closed

1

2

1

1

4

Detective Woodall investigated large

Discourtesy

scale mortgage fraud cases throughout

Vehicle Operation

4

Dallas and Ellis County. He currently is

Dishonesty

2

assigned to general assignments, which

Damaged Property

3

allows him to work all forms of cases.

Neglect of Duty

1

He has a positive attitude and

Body Camera

2

unquestionable work ethic. Often

Conduct Unbecoming

described as one of the hardest

Traffic

working and dedicated officers in the

Excessive Force

department, Detective Woodall will

Improper Search

drop anything he is doing to help others

Pursuit Policy

and is often called upon for his

TOTAL

professional opinion by his peers.
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Technical and Information Services Division
This Division is supervised by Lieutenant Pam Brown and includes the Records Unit and
Alarm Billing, Public Service Officers and Property and Evidence. They also maintain all
department Mobile Computers and Records Management System (RMS). In 2020, the
Department transitioned to a new RMS system, which includes CAD Dispatch, 911
System, Jail Management, Mobiles, and Report Writing. Lt. Brown also oversees the
AXON In-Car and Body Worn camera system, as well as the system administrator on all
internal web-based systems.

Records and Alarm Billing
The Records Unit is staffed by Donia White and Rachel Knuppel,
Alarm Billing Coordinator Yolanda Kommer along with one parttime scanning clerk, Yasmine Johnson. The Records Unit ensures
the department is in compliance with the state and reports all
crimes using the National Incident Based Reporting System
(NIBRS). The unit processed 2,602 Freedom of Information
Requests in 2020, down from 4,014 from 2019. The requests
included accident reports, copies of incident reports, body-cam
and in-car video.

Public Service Officers
The Public Service Officers (PSOs) work 24/7 to ensure that any person that comes to the
Police Department lobby is provided assistance. The five dedicated PSOs are Tracy Ferrell,
Jared Salinas, Michelle Shepperd, Caleb Tomlinson
and Roxanne Villafranco. They ensure all traceable
property, identifiable by a serial number, is entered
into the National Crime Database, as well as
validating all accident reports, entering all wanted
persons, and Protective Orders. Additionally they

monitor the calls for service and provide assistance
to officers needing the Specialized On-Call units to
respond and oversee the TLETS terminal for warrant
confirmations or urgent state messages.

Property and Evidence Unit
This unit oversees an inventory of 24,414 items. During the year, 3,134 items were
received and processed, 715 items were court ordered to be disposed by
destruction, auction, donation to a nonprofit, or released to owner. Narcotics
were seized in 185 cases and weapons were taken in 142 offenses.
Cedar Hill Police
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Criminal Investigation Division

Civilian of the Year

The Criminal Investigation Division is comprised of a Lieutenant, a
Sergeant, eight Detectives, two Civilian Investigators, a Forensic
Manager, a Crime Analyst and the Media Evidence Technician.
The division oversees all criminal investigations and reviews all
reports generated by the patrol division. In 2020, 4,052 Incidents
reports were reviewed with 2,796 criminal cases assigned for
additional follow-up. Cedar Hill has a 19% clearance rate for all
Part I Crimes and a 39% overall clearance rate for all crimes. We
Property and Evidence

Technician Renea Porter was a
25 year veteran with Cedar Hill.
She started her career as a

experienced a 1% decrease in overall clearance rate from 2019.
Clearance Rate Comparison for Best Southwest Cities

Jailer and Public Service
Officer before transitioning into
Property. Renea is described
as an inspiration to us all. Her
work ethic was
unquestionable. She was
always a hard-worker that was
always in a good mood. She
took time out of her day to

help officers process property
and explain how to package it
correctly. Renea battled
cancer for 6 1/2 years before
losing her battle in March 2021.
She always had a positive

Crime Victim Services

attitude and pleasant smile on

Victim Services Manager Jana

her face. She is best describe

Rogers works closely with Regional

as a “True Hero” that never

partners to meet the needs of the

allowed cancer to define her.
She continued to work through

victims. The Victim Services program

her treatments and always

provides crisis counseling, crisis

provided premier customer

intervention, criminal justice support

service. She was a strong,

and advocacy. She also provides

selfless, dedicated person.
Renea was best known for her

assistance with filing crime victims

contagious laugh, great

compensation claims, assistance with

cooking and dedication to her

property return, child care during

career. She is missed

statements, and transportation to court

everyday!

for victims of violent crime. In 2020, Jana had contact with 344 victims,
and was assigned 667 additional cases involving CPS and Runaways. In
addition to working assigned cases, she assists in facilitating debriefings
with the Dallas County Crisis Response Team for critical incidents.

Cedar Hill Police
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Patrol Division
The Patrol Division is the largest and most visible presence of
the Cedar Hill Police Department. The Patrol Division works 12
hour shifts, with two Lieutenants, four Sergeants, four Corporals
and 30 Officers. The city is divided into 5 reporting districts. The
patrol officers are dispatched to calls for service by the
Southwest Regional Communications Center. The patrol
officers responded to 19,387 Citizen initiated calls for service,
and self-initiated 41,194 while proactively patrolling the city.

The ability to respond to calls for service in a timely and safe
manner is a high priority for the city. Officers were able to
respond to Emergency Priority calls for service in 5 minutes and
44 seconds, a reduction of 10.65% from 2019. Non-Emergency
response time also reduced 21.38% from 16:55 minutes in 2019 to 13:18 in 2020. With Cedar Hill’s proactive
response to crime and high visibility patrols in neighborhood and shopping centers, Cedar Hill’s violent
crime rate of 1.44 in 2020 is the lowest in the Best Southwest Region. There was a 26.77% decrease in the
Crime Index rate comparing 2019 to 2020. Since 2016 Cedar Hill has experienced a 41.23% decrease in
the Crime Index.

Cedar Hill Police
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Supervisor of the Year

Community Service Officers
The Cedar Hill
Police
Department’s 3
Community Service
Officers (CSOs),
Lieutenant LeAnne Hartin is a 20-year

David Goodspeed,

veteran with the Cedar Hill Police

Matt Grigsby and

Department. She was promoted to

Lieutenant in 2020. After her

David Burgamy provide support to the Patrol Division. The

promotion, Lt. Hartin was moved from

CSOs respond to calls for service, such as burglaries, frauds,

the Professional Standards Division to

and thefts that are not in progress to help free up the Patrol

the Patrol Division. She has worked to
improve her shifts through training

Officers to respond to crimes in progress. They help process

and incident debriefs. She is

crime scenes, collect evidence, check on abandoned

described as a true leader that is fair,

vehicles and help with traffic control on minor accidents.

honest, reasonable, reliable, level-

CSOs also review all On-Line reports and process them into

headed, professional, and

the Records Management System.

encouraging. She is often on the
street responding to calls for service
with her shifts.

Support Supervisor of the Year

K-9 Unit
Officer Bobby Ryder started his career with CHPD in 2015 and
was assigned to K-9 Colt (aka Buccee) in 2019. Colt is a
Shepperd / Belgian Malinois that was donated to Cedar Hill
through the organization K9s4COPs. K-9 Colt is trained in
tracking, building searches, article location and criminal
apprehension. During 2020, K-9 Colt and Officer Ryder were

Lieutenant Pam Brown is a 32-year

involved in 60 deployment's that resulted in 27

veteran of the Cedar Hill Police

apprehensions.

Department. Pam has worked in

Patrol, Criminal Investigations, and the
Technical Information Services
Divisions. Lt. Brown is the “go to”
person for the entire department
when they have an issue, she is
always willing to assist in any way she
can, and you know it’s going to get
done right. She’s a miracle worker
behind the scenes when it comes to
anything related to keeping this
department and the technology
running smoothly. She is a true
Servant Leader and respected by her
peers.
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2020 K-9 Activity
K9: Colt
Area Searches / Perimeter
Tracking Searches / Perimeter
Building Searches
Tactical Deployments
Totals:

Deployments
4
34
7
15
60

Apprehensions
3
13
4
7
27

Traffic Unit
The Cedar Hill Traffic Unit is comprised of Sergeant Chad Cooley, with two part-time Motor Officers,
Don Crymes and Eduardo Cerda, and two part-time Commercial Motor Vehicle Enforcement
Inspectors. In early 2021 both CMVE inspectors were transitioned to Traffic full-time. During 2020,
the Traffic Unit and Patrol responded to 1,270 reported accidents, resulting in 526 crash
investigations with 203 injuries. Officers also responded to 1,782 motorist assist, traffic complaints
and traffic hazards.

Traffic Unit

Commercial Motor Vehicle Enforcement Inspections
Commercial Motor Vehicle Enforcement Inspectors Lincoln Sweeney and James Valenti conducted 209
Level 1 and Level 2 inspections with 131, or 63%, of the trucks taken out of service for safety violations.
Each truck taken out of service and off the roadway potentially saves lives! The national out of service
average is 20.7%. The majority of
violations cited were brakes,
lighting, tires, wheels and over
weight.
In 2020, CMVE Inspector Lincoln
Sweeney was elected as the VicePresident of the Board of Directors
for the Local Region of Commercial
Vehicle Safety. He provided
testimony to Legislatures that
impacts Texas laws.
Cedar Hill Police
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Rookie of the Year

Forensics Unit

Officer Raul Pedraza
graduated from the Police
Academy in 2020. Officer
Pedraza started his Field
Training during the COVID-19
Pandemic and he never
allowed it to slow him down.

The Cedar Hill Police Department employs civilian support

He is described as a hard

personnel to perform the processing of crime scenes and collect

worker that is proactive in his
patrol responsibilities. He

various types of evidence. Crime Scene personnel respond

always has a positive attitude,

directly to the scenes when requested by officers or detectives.

professional appearance and

The Forensics Unit consists of one full time Forensic Manager,

is always willing to learn. His

Ashley Zachry. This is a manager position where she oversees the

enthusiasm and work ethic has
helped to motivate his peers
on the shift.

daily operations of the crime scene unit and crime lab. She
responds to major crime scenes to process the scenes including
photography, latent print processing, and DNA and evidence
collection. She often assists the Criminal Investigations Division in
search warrants by documenting the scene and logging seized
evidence. She currently utilizes AFIX/AFIS/ULW to enter
biographical and recovered latent prints. Additionally, she also
processes items of evidence to recover latent prints, hair, fibers

and/or DNA. Cedar Hill currently utilizes the Southwest Institute of
Forensic Science (SWIFS), Texas Department of Public Safety and
Armstrong Labs to analyze DNA and narcotics. In 2020, she
responded to 77 Crimes Scenes, a slight increase from 71 in 2019.
She is often called upon to respond to other jurisdictions to assist
in processing a scene. Ashley is a member of the Texas and
International Association of Identification, and has presented at
numerous conferences across the state.
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Police and Community Team—PACT
The Police and Community Team
participates in numerous events each
year. The Unit is lead by Lieutenant Paul
Sandefur, Sergeant Norman Hammel,
Corporal Donnie Brackenridge, Officer
Ann McSwain, Officer Roy Rodriguez,
Officer Chris Malone and Officer Rhonda

Stanbury. Due to COVID-19, the PACT
Unit adapted to the new socially
distancing requirements and continued
their Community Engagement. The Unit
participated in Birthday Brigade drivebys for those special birthdays, and
reverse drive-bys for National Night Out,
Scare on the Square and Holiday on the
Hill. Prior to COVID shutdown, they
utilized several outreach programs, such as Donut with a Cop, Drug Take-Back Program and the

City Block Party. They were also able to participate in 2 neighborhood walks which are designed
to identify the unique service priorities or
concerns.
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Community Engagement
Neighborhood Service Level Strategy
In 2020, the Police Department coordinated 2
Neighborhood Walks. The Neighborhood Level Service
Strategy (NLSS) is designed to identify the unique service
priorities, crime concerns, and quality of life issues for each
neighborhood. NLSS recognizes the specific issues and
concerns at the micro-community, or neighborhood level.
In an effort to obtain a more comprehensive understanding

of the neighborhood priorities, neighborhood walks include
a range of city and community representatives.
Neighborhood Walks seek to identify the individualized
priorities and challenges to more effectively address citizen
concerns and quality of life issues. This approach is used to
identify issues, in addition to crime, which affect the
perception of safety and quality of life.

Neighborhood Walks
BRYAN PLACE, HILLCREST and CEDARBRAKE - June 27th
478 single family homes
156 residents contacted

Cedar Hill Police
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STONEWOOD NORTH – Sept. 19th
552 single family homes
153 residents contacted

Citizens on Patrol
In

1997

Cedar

Hill

started the Citizens on
Patrol Program. In 2020,
the

Citizen

Police

Academy

Alumni

Association contributed
1,686

hours

of

their

precious time to assist the police department in many areas.

Additionally, the Citizens On Patrol program spent 1,228.5 hours
and drove 2,037 miles patrolling the city to assist the police
Citizen Police Academy
Alumni Association

department in maintaining a safe environment.

Due to the

COVID-19 Pandemic, the City suspended all volunteer activities
in April 2020 to ensure the safety of all citizens, both internally and
externally. The COP / CPAAA programs are currently gearing up
to start their proactive patrols and handicapped enforcement in
the near future.
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Cedar Hill Police

Police Department
“A state recognized law enforcement agency”
285 Uptown Blvd - Building 200, Cedar Hill, TX 75104
972-291-5181
ely.reyes@cedarhilltx.com

